Gloveboxes used for plutonium fuel development and fabrication are eventually dismantled for replacement. Since equipment interior and the inner surface of gloveboxes are contaminated with radioactive materials, glovebox dismantling is performed by workers wearing an air fed suit with mechanical tools in a plastic enclosure system to control the spread of contamination. Various improvements of the enclosure system are implemented including the modiˆcation of the rooms to decontaminate and undress the air fed suit and the introduction of an in‰ammableˆlter and a safetyˆlm near the size reduction workspace againstˆre. We describe the countermeasures deployed in the enclosure system against potential hazards and how these devices work in the real dismantling activities.
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10) 外張りテント撤去

11) 排気設備撤去
12) 各パネル類撤去，除染
13) GH 外エアライン設備 の撤去
14) GH 骨組撤去
15) 解体用架台の撤去，仮 置き
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